
Does your building feel grubby? Is it time for a refresh? Here’s Nviro’s Spring/ Summer checklist of things to 
consider at this time of year to keep your building clean, hygienic and safe.

What can you see?
Does your carpet look grubby? Stained? None of this gives a good impression to your 

building users or visitors. You want them to feel 
comfortable in your environment, so maybe it’s 
time to think about how to improve it. 

It’s the best time of year to arrange carpet and 
upholstery cleaning and stain removal – it 
generally stays cleaner for longer over the 
summer so if you do it now, it’ll have a bigger 
impact.

If you move a piece of furniture, can you tell it’s the same 
carpet?

Did someone spill their coffee and can you still see the mark?

Upholstery marked through use or from ground-in dirt? 

What can you feel?
If you run your hand along the surface, is it sticky? A deep clean can ensure that we focus on all 

the areas that don’t usually get touched. That 
means we remove dust on unused areas and 
remove sticky patches.  Gum removal can  
target specific areas where you know you have 
a problem or we can review and target what we 
find!

Is it safe to run your hand under a table or chair?

What can you smell? 
Over the course of a long damp winter we get used to the 
smells that build up as a result of the weather and the elements 
being brought inside.

A carpet or upholstery clean can make all the 
difference in giving your environment a sense 
of freshness and get rid of any lingering smells.
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Need help?

If the checklist has raised any concerns, our specialist cleaning teams are 
here to support you in ensuring that your site is clean, hygienic and safe, for 
building users to thrive in.

To find out more information, please contact, Scarlet Reis.

07384 468488 

sreis@nviro.co.uk
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